BEAVERS TO OPPOSE TUFTS NINE TOMORROW

INFORMAL GAME WITH JUMBO Opens SEASON

Tomorrow afternoon's practice game will mark the opening of the Beaver Baseball Schedule when the team travels to Medford Hillside to meet Tufts at 3 o'clock. Although no lineup has been issued, a majority of the squad will make the trip in order to furnish a good opportunity to test out the new and unseasoned material.

First Handicap Meet of Spring Season Saturday

Coach Hedlund's Plan Special Meet for Ineligibles Early in May

After practicing constantly for the last three weeks the track teams of the Cardinal and Grey will get a chance to display their wares on Saturday when the first handiwork of the season is to be shown. The teams at track and field all have training points towards a fast and classily conditioned meet.

Practically every one of the regular events will be held and every student at the Institute will be eligible to compete. A majority of candidates for the first time in college track history will be for ineligible boys, a chance to show to their advantage.

Coach Oscar Hedlund is creating an organization of the track house in the form of a unit, in order to satisfy the special meet that will be for ineligible only. As yet no date has been announced but it is expected that it will take place in April or the first week in May. There are about twenty students in the squad, which is slightly the track house, but are in eligible, under the transfer ruling, to take part in varsity meets. By Os Hedlund's plan, which is something definitely new in college circles, there will be given a chance to display their ability in a meet restricted entirely to them.

A New Convenience

For University Students

This introduces to University students a new way of getting around that has met with instant favor because of its convenience and economy.

You can now rent a fine private automobile that you drive yourself—take where you live—in fact use exactly as you would a car of your own.

Whether you're going for a trip of a few miles, a weekend trip or need a car for the evening occasion—you'll find this service mighty convenient.

You come to our station—select the car you want—and you're on your way. It takes about two minutes. No red tape—no annoying questions.

The only requirement is that you be qualified.

Ride in Groups and Split the Cost

It costs no more for five to ride in one of our cars. Plan a trip with three or four others—divide the bill—and the cost to each is so small you'll never miss it.
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